Poland Section

Getting Closer to Industry

1) Cooperation with industry and local associations in many workshops
2) Best thesis contest organized by industry and Poland Section IEEE
3) Industry express interest to be sponsor of WiE Summit in Krakow (Poland) in September 2017

Attracting and Supporting Future Members

1) Co-sponsorship (technically and financially) of many conferences, where IEEE Poland Section give short presentation showing activity of IEEE
2) Co-operation with other polish technical associations (SEP and PTETiS)

Section Vitality

1) Co-sponsoring over 30 conferences during past year (financial and technical)
2) 19 Chapters, 3 Joint Chapters, 2 Affiliation groups (WiE, YP)
3) Reported meetings (L-31) in 2016 (305 more in comparison to 2015); 98 Technical (also with Distinguish Lectures); 8 Administrative; 4 Professional; 2 Nontechnical.
4) Co-organization of biggest power electronics conference in Europe in September 2017 (expected around 800 participants)
5) Organization of WiE Summit in Krakow (Poland) in September 2017

IEEE in Africa

Poland Section can exchange with African Sections experience related to past and current co-operation with neighbor sections.

Support from IEEE Office in Vienna, Austria

Help to register IEEE Poland Section

Miscellaneous / Recommendations / Feedback

Preparation to common IEEE Milestones with IEEE Germany Section